Cloud Strategy Lead – San Francisco or Chicago
Trianz Cloud practice is looking for a Cloud Strategy leader to lead the Strategy and Roadmap track
within the practice. The Strategy leader is a seasoned consultant in defining private, hybrid and public
cloud strategies and roadmap for SMB’s and large enterprises. The individual is responsible for assisting
the sales organizations as part of the pre-sales activities, presentation of clients on the Trianz value
proposition, creating SOW’s, closing of SOW’s, forming teams and delivery of the engagement. The
individual will be responsible for an $3M revenue target for 2018 and will need to bring an
entrepreneurial spirit to the job. The individual is aggressive in achieving the targets and ensuring the
growth of the strategy track within the practice.
Job duties will primarily include providing thought leadership and be a guide to clients in their strategic
objectives and goals. Additionally, the role is accountable for partnering with sales organization in
defining the target accounts, creating the relevant collaterals & point of views, written & oral
presentations to C level’s and ensuring a successful delivery of engagements with the highest CSAT
rankings. The role will act as a single point of contact for all activities related to the Strategy and
Roadmap track including growth definition, competencies, escalation and revenue.
Other Responsibilities:







Delivery of consulting engagement
Assist in pre-sales activities; webinars’, conferences, white papers
Responsible for forming, norming and growth of the team
Be a point of escalation for delivery issues associated with strategy projects
Work to “best practice” standards
Continuous identification and develop frameworks & patterns

Key Skills:










A minimum of 15+ years’ experience in strategy and roadmap in Cloud & Infrastructure domain
A minimum of 5+ years of experience with Big 5 in the consulting space

Entrepreneurial skills with a constant focus on revenue and targets
Hire, nature and grow the strategy team.
Responsible for overall profitability of the strategy team
Ability to work on client site
Will involve 80% travel
Demonstrated understanding of a range of infrastructure and cloud technologies
Demonstrated verbal, written communication and presentation skills

